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I. INTRODUCTION 

A large number of hailstones were collected in Northeastern Colorado 

during the summer of 196 2. Certain measurements were made on these stones 

for the purpose of determining their physical characteristics. Measurements 

were made of the following: 

Density, 

Ratio of small ice crystals to large ice crystals in individual 
hailstones, 

Number of wet and dry growth rings, 

Diameter of the hailstone or shape of stones, 

Size of the embryo, and 

Shape of the embryo. 

The mean, standard deviation, variance and coefficient of variation of 

each of these paramete rs was computed for each sample. Simple correlation 

coefficients were computed between these parameters for individual stones. 

The data were analyzed to determine seasonal and geographical variation. 

The physical properties of hailstones were compared to the physical properties 

(Z values, cloud tops, tilt of core) of the storms from which they fe ll by 

computation of simple correlation coefficients . 

II. PROCEDURES 

A. Laboratory 

1. Slicing process - while the slicing of hailstones for photographing 

is a tedious and exacting operation, with some practice it is possible to slice 

and photograph four stones per hour. 

For slicing a hailstone an apparatus was used which contained two hot 

wires attached to an inclined plane ( 1),:, . These two wires could be adjusted to 

cut any thickness desired. The hailstone was frozen to a brass cart, which was 

rolled down the inclined plane . The hot wires made contact with the hailstone, 

and were adjust e d to cut a hail slice three millimeters thick. T he hailstone slice 

was then polishe d on a damp chamois to a final thickness of one millimeter . The 

slice was then ready to be photographed for air bubble structure. 

* Numbers in parenthesis refer to appended references . 
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2. Photographing hailstone slices - Photographing a hailstone slice 

must be done at o° C or colde r. To accomplish this, a photobox was mounted 

in a refrigerator. The photobox contains its own light source, cross-polarized 

lenses, and a roleflex camera mounted in the top. For black and white pictures 

the film used was Pan-X-125. In taking a picture of the air bubble structure, 

only one polarized lens was used. The hail slice (one millimeter thick) was 

placed in the photobox, .and a time exposure of five seconds was taken. The 

hail slice was then removed and further polished to a thicknes s of one tenth of 

a millimete r . Again the hailstone was placed in the photobox with two polarized 

lenses crossed. For a picture of the crystal structure of the hail slice , the time 

exposure was eighteen seconds . 

The cross polarized lenses let only the refracted light from the crystals 

pass through to the camera, thus giving a picture of the crystal structure to 

the ha il slice . 

For taking color photographs of the crystal structure of hailstone slices 

a 35 mm single lens reflex camera was used which contained a bellows attach

ment with a magnification of 2. 7. The bellows attachment made it possible to 

take detailed pictures of small hailstone slices . The photobox used for taking 

colored photographs was m ade of plexiglass . It has t he dimensions of 6 11 x 6 11 x 

12 11 (see Figure 1) . For a light s ource, 700 watt photoflood light bulb was 

mounted in the base of the photobox. The h ailstone slice was placed eight 

inches above the base of the photobox on a glass slide for photographing. One 
; 

polarize d lens was placed one inch above the glass slide which held the hail-
1 

stone slice . The second polarized lens was placed 0. 25 inch above the first. 

These lenses were crossed to allow only light refracted from the crystals to 

enter the camera. The top of the photobox was left open t o allow the 35 mm 

reflex camera, which was mounted on a tripod, to be focused on the hails~one 

slice. The lens setting and lens speeds were variable. They depend on the 

magnification, thickne ss of the hailstone slice and the power of the photoflood 

light in the photobox. The settings that we used were: Lens opening f / 16, lens 

speed one-fourth second, type of film - Kodachrome II. The photoflood light 

could only be left burning for a few seconds, because the heat was produced 

tended to melt the hailstone slice . This prohibited time exposures of any length. 
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3. Density measurements - Several methods may be used for measuring 

the densities of hailstones . The method that we used was introduced to us by the 

late Dr. Lyle V. Andrews of Nebraska State Teachers ' College. The materials 

needed were one gallon can, a gallon mixture of alcohol and water with the ratio 

of 25 percent alcoho l to 75 percent water, ice, 250 milliliter flask, a b racket 

for holding the 250 milliliter flask , carbon tetrachlori de ( CC 14) and paint thin

ner. The gallon can was us ed t o hold the mixture of alcohol, water and ice. 

The 250 milliliter flas k containing CC 14 and paint thinner with a density of 

• 855 was lowered into the solution of alcohol, water and ice. It was held in 

position by a four-pronged b racket. (See Figure 2). The mixture of alcohol 

and ice hold the 250 milliliter flask of CC 14 and paint thinner just below o° C; 

this allowed a hailstone t o be placed into the solution of CC 14 and paint thinner 

without melting . When a hailstone was placed into the 250 milliliter flask con

taining CC1 4 and paint thinner, it would either sink or float. If the hailstone 

floats, the density of the s olution was decreased by adding paint thinner to the 

solution until the hailstone was suspended midway in the solution. If the hail

stone sinks to the bottom of the solution of CC 14 and paint thinner, then the 

density of the solution was increased by adding CC 14 until the hailstone was 

suspended m idway in the solution. Once the hailstone was suspended in the solu

tion of CC 14 and paint thinner, the density of the solution (and thus that of the 

stone) was measured with a hydrometer':' . Once the density kit was in operation 

it took very little time to measure the densities of hailstones. 

Density measurements were always made after all other physical opera

tions were completed, since it is probably that soaking the hailstone in a solution 

of CC1 4 and paint thinner may change the inner structure of the stone. 

B. Fieldwork 

1. Collecting hailstones - The majority of hailstones collected during 

during the summer of 196 2 were collected by cooperators in northeastern 

Colorado, and southwestern Nebraska. When it hailed the cooperators would 

collect a sample, store it in the refrigerator and mail a Report of Hail to 

Colorado State University. The hail samples would then be picked up and stored 

in a refrigerator. 

-~ ... 
Temperature corrections to be applied to the hydrometer readings are given 
in Figure 3. 
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A few hail samples were collected in cold boxes . These cold boxes con

sist of a small portable refrigerator with a canvas funnel mounted on top of the 

portable refrigerator in such a manner that the hailstones would fall inside the 

refrigerator . The advantage of catching hailstones in a cold box is that it allows 

. for a more random s ample . Cooperators t end to pick the largest and most 

unusual hailstones . 

2. Slicing hailstones - Slicing hailstones in the field was similar to 

the operation performed in the laboratory. However, there were a fe w minor 

changes . For a power supply, six volts were obtained from a car battery. To 

freeze the hailstone to the brass cart , the brass cart was cooled with dry ice. 

Other than these changes , the slicing was done in the · same manner as i n the 

laboratory procedures. 

3. Photographing hailstones - Due to the l ack of a 110 volt power sup

ply the photobox was mounted in a styrofoam ice chest filled with dry ice. A 

portable flash unit was u sed in place of the 11 O volt photoflood light mounted in 

the base of the photobox. Other than these changes the procedures for taking 

black and white air bubble and crystal pictures was the same as the procedures 

used in the laboratory. 

It was discovered that due to the time element in taking colored photo

graphs (focusing, changing cameras, etc. ) that it was difficult to t ake a colored 

picture, because the hailstone slice would start to melt . 

· 4 . Density measurements - Density measurements were made in the 

s ame manner as in the l aboratory . Hailstones were used to cool the alcohol 

and water solution. 

III. DATA ANALYSIS 

A. Hailstone parameters 

Nine different hailstone parameters were recorded from hailstones 

collected during the summer of 196 2. These parameters are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

size, 

s hape, 

density, 

rat io of ice crystals (volume of small ice c rystals/volume of 

large ice crystals, 

5. number of wet growth rings, 
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6. number of dry growth rings, 

7. r adius of wet embryo, 

8. radius of dry embryo, and 

9. shape of the embryo. 

1. Size - For the size of a hailstone, the diameter was measured and 

recorded in centimeters. If the hailstone was an ellipsoid or some odd shape, 

the greatest length of the hailstone was recorded. 

2. Shape - The hailstone shapes we re designated by five different 

classes, each class identified by a different number. These classes were : 

Spheroid = 1, ellipsoid = 2, saucer stone = 3, conical stone = 4 , star stone = 5. 

The s aucer stone was a hailstone which had a shape similar to that of a saucer, 

and generally had a dimple on one or both faces . The conical hailstone had the 

shape of a cone or a tear drop. The star hailstone had the same basic shape of 

the classical shapes plus very distinct icicle type projections on the surface . 

3. Density - The density of the hailstones were measured with the den

sity kit. 

4. Ice crystal ratio - T he ice crystal ratio was calculated from color 

slides of the hailstone slices when they were available, and from the black and 

white photos when the color slides were not available . When color slides were 

used, the volume of large ice crystals and small ice crystals was calculated 

by projecting the picture of a hailstone slice onto a circular grid. The assum

tion was made that every hailstone was made up of spherical or elliptical shells, 

consisting of t~ither "small" or "large" ice crystals . With this assumption and 

using the grid to find the radius of the different ice c rystal shells, the volume 

of shells composed of large and small ice crystals was calculated. The photo -

graph of the hailstone slice was always centered on t e grid at the embryo 

center, which is not necessarily the geometric center. An ice crystal was con 

sidered "small" if its length was less than . 3 cm and a "large" ice crystal was 

any crystal having a length greater than . 3 cm. If the shells of small and large 

ice crystals were elliptical, it was assumed th2.t the shells were ellipsoids and 

the volume of the ellipsoids was calculated. 

If there were no color slides available of a hailstone slice, a black and 

white c rystal structure photo was used for calculating the volumes of "large" 

and "small" crystals. For black and white photos a plastic grid was used 

which contained fifteen circles with a common center. The grid was placed on 
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the hail slice photograph and centered on the hailstone embryo. The radius of 

the circular shells of the small and large ice crystals was then calculated. 

Knowing the radius of each different shell the volume of the small and large ice 

crystal shells was calculated. The same assumptions were used that were used 

for c alculating the volume of ice crystal shells using colored photos . 

It was impossible to slice and photograph small hailstones, however, 

they were cut with a razor blade and the ice crystal ratio determined by 

approximating the volumes of small and large ice crystals by looking at the 

sliced hailstone through a magnifying glass . The density and size were 

m easured. 

The colored slides were much better for calculating the volume of ice 

crystal shells , since it was possible to obtain large magnification factors when 

the photographs were projected on a screen. For our calculations a magnifi

cation factor of twelve was used. It was a l so much easier to distinguish between 

s mall and large ice crystals when using color slides . 

The ratio (volume of small crystals/volume of large crystals) was then 

determined for every hailstone analyzed after computations of the volumes of 

large and small crystals were completed. 

5 . Growth rings - From the colored slides and black and white photo

graphs of the hailstone slices, the number of wet and dry growth rings was 

recorded. (Wet growth was assumed to consist of large ice crystals , and dry 

gro\.vth was assumed to consist of s mall ice c rystals .) 

6. Embryo diameter - From the colored photographs and the black and 

white photographs, the radius of the hailstone embryo was measured and it was 

determined whether the embryo consisted of large or small ice crystals . The 

shape of the embryo was r ecorde d according to the category to which it belonged. 

These categories were the following: Spherical = 1, elliptical = 2 and coni-

cal = 3. 

7. Amount of data - For every hail sample of large hailstones (hail 

stones with a diamete r equal to or greater than 1. 17 centim eters) ten hail

s tones were analyzed. If there were less than ten hailstones in the hail sample, 

then as many stones were analyzed as possible. There were very few samples 

that did not have ten hail stones analyzed . 

For every hail sample of small hailstones (hailstones with a diameter 

less than 1. 27 centimeters) five hailstones were analyzed. 
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A total of 610 hailstones wer e analyzed for density, size , and ice 

crystal r atio. Of these, 345 were also analyzed for number of wet and dry 

growth rings, shape of hailstone, radius of wet or dry hailstone embryo, and 

the shape of the embryo . 

8. Accuracy of data - The density measurements can be measured 

accurately to ~ . 00 2. The density of our solution of CC 14 and paint thinne r 

has been calibrated for different temperatures (See Figure 6) . 

The accuracy of our stone data is as follows : Hailstone size (diameter) 

~ 3 millimeters , density~. 002 , ratio of ic e crystals~. 05, radius of embryo 

+ . 005 centimeters . 

B. Radar data 

During the summer of 196 2 the hail project obtained cloud data from 

three different radars: A three-centimeter PPI radar leased from and operated 

by Atmospheric Incorporated, Fresno, California, a CPS-9 radar equipped with 

a step-gain system and operated by the pToject at Lowry Air Force Base, Denver, 

Colorado, and the project's Navy model SO- 12M/N 3 cm radar modified to give 

an RHI presentation. All the radars were equipped with 16 mm cameras for a 

continuous recording of scope presentation. The PPI and RHI radars operated 

at New Raymer, Colorado. With these three radars the paths of thunderstorm 

echoes were plotted across northeastern Colorado. 

E .ach of these radars was calib rated to give reflectivity as a function of 

r ange and gain s etting. With this calibration, an estimate could be made of 
I 

r eflectivity (Z values) values fo r each t hunderstorm echo tracked. The radars 

also obtained information on the altitude of the cloud tops. Observations were 

m ade of the base and top of the echo. From these observations it was possible 

to calculate the amount of "tilt II from the vertica_ ( 2). 

There were approximately 750 different thunderstorm echoes tracked 

during the summer of 196 2. Of this number it was possible to positively identify 

25 hail samples from 20 different thunderstorm echoes . From t hese 25 hail 

s amples, 200 hailstones were analyzed. 

In comparing a hail sample to a certain cloud echo, + 30 minutes time 

difference was allowed between the tim e the hail sample was picked up by the 

cooperator and the time that the radar placed a thunderstorm echo over the loca

tion of the hail s ample . This l arge tolerance in time was permited because of 

uncertainty in the accuracy of the reported tim es of hailfalls . 
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IV. RESULTS 

A. Mean hailstone properties 

1. Density - The mean density of hails tones analyzed was . 888. The 

range was from . 8 5 3 to . 916. The hailstones wit h the lowest de ns ities ( den 

sities around . 85 3) were predominantly rime i ce . (Small ice crystals sur 

rounded by many air bubbles). The hailstones with the higher densities were 

almost completely composed of clear ice . 

2. Size - The mean size (diameter) of the 610 hailstones analyzed was 

1. 83 centimeters . 

The hailstones were separated into three different categories; small 

hailstones, medium hailstones and large hailstones . The frequency of occur

rence of hailstones of each category is shown in Table 1. Table 1 shows that 

Table 1. Frequency of occurrence of small, medium, and large 
hailstones . 

Diameter May #Samples . June # Sample s July iSamples Total Indi -
victual Stones 

Small · 68% 15 57% 12 53% 26 4 7% 302 
(0-1. 5 cm) 

Medium 27% 6 19% 4 14% 7 21% 139 
(1.5-3.0 cm) 

Large 5% 1 24% 5 33% 16 32% 208 
(> 3. 0 cm) 

Total 22 21 49 649 

68 percent of the individual stones were s mall and medium size . However., ~e:.S,~ 
data are biased towards the occurrence of l arge hailstones , b ecause the coopera 

tors t end to collect the largest hailstones for a hail sample. It would be more 

correct to s ay that s mall and medium sized hailstones made up about 90 percent 

of the hailstones that fell in 196 2. · 

3. Ice crystal ratio - T he frequency of small (r < 1) and large (r > 1) 

ice crystal ratios was calculated. The results are shown in T able 2. As may 

be seen from T able 2, 46 percent of the hailstones had large ice crystal ratios, 

(hail stone s containing a greater volume of small ice crystals) and 54 percent had 

s mall ice crystal ratios (hailstones containing greater volume of large ice crys

tals. 
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T able 2. Frequency of occurrence of small and large i ce crystal 
r atios . 

Total May Ju ne July 

# Samples # Samples # Samples # Samples 

r < 1 54% 34 1 63% 14 29% 6 61 % 30 
(Greater 
volume of 
l arge cry -
s tal s) 

r > 1 46% 293 37% 8 71 % 15 39% 19 
(Greater 
volume of 
s mall 
crystals) 

T ot al 634 22 21 49 

4. Growth r ings - The t otal volume of ice from the 6 10 hailstones t hat 

we re analyzed was 13, 382 cm 3. T his volume was calculated by assuming each 

ha ilstone was a spheroid having a diameter equal to the greatest length. The 

corresponding volume of small ice crystal s was 6, 41 5 cm 3, and t he volume of 

the l arge ice c rystals was 6, 967 cm 3
• This indicates that during the summer 

t here was a greater volume of hail formed from large i ce crystals than from 

s mall i ce crystals. 

Analysis was made of 25 7 hailstones to determine the number of wet and 

dr y growth rings . The average number for both wet and dry grovvth rings was 

found t o be 1. 3. This indicates that the mean hailstone for 196 2 contained about 

one dry growth ring and one wet gr owth r ing . However, there were many hail 

s t ones with 3 grmvth rings a nd a few that contained as many as 8 growth r ings . 

5. Embryo diameter - T he mean embryo diameter for 257 hailstones 

ana lyzed was . 08 centimeters. The r ange was from . 01 t o . 16 centimeters. 

6. Hailstone shape - Analys i s of shape was m ade fo r 4 27 hail stones . 

The results are given in T abl e 3. T able 3 shows that the greatest number of 

hail stones were s haped as spheroids or ellipsoids*. 

The method for categorizing hailstone s and hailstone embryos were discussed 
in the sect ion on Data Analysis . It is sometimes difficult to distinguish t he 
difference between a spheroid and an ellipsoid, therefore , the spheroids and 
ellipsoids should be considered as one shape. The other categories are very 
easily dis: inguishable from one another . 



Table 3: Frequency of occurrence of different shapes 
of hailstones . 

Percent Number of 
stones 

Spheroids 56% 240 

Ellipsoids 23% 96 

Saucer 15% 66 

Conical 3% 13 

Star 3% 11 

Total 100% 426 

10 

7. Embryo shape - Ana lysis of shape of emb r yo was made for 407 hail

stones. The r esults are shown in Table 4 . The "undetermined " shapes are the 

hailstones whi ch had no distinguishable embryo. Table 4 shows t hat the majority 

of the hailstones embryos were shaped as spheroids or ellipsoids. 

Table 4. Frequency of occurrence of embryo shape for 
407 hailstones . 

Percent Number of 
stone s 

Spheroids 68% 277 

Ellipsoids 5% 19 

Conical 5% 19 

Undetermined 22% 92 

Total 100 407 

8. Type of embryo - The type of embryo (wet or dry) was analyzed 

from 326 hailstones. It was determ ined that the dry embryos appeare d 54 per

cent of the tim e and the wet embryos 46 percent of the time. 

9. Summary - From the fore going calculations , the mean hailstone 

s tructure for the summer of 196 2 can be summarized as follows: 
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Mean Hailstone Structure 

Size ( diameter) = 1. 83 cm 

Shape = Spheroid or Ellipsoid 

Density = . 888 

Ice crystal ratio = 1 or less 

Number of dry growth rings = 1 

Number of wet growth rings = 1 

Diameter of embryo = . 08 cm 

Shape of embryo = Spheroid or. Ellipsoid 

B. Hailstone pa rameter means and variability by months 

T he hailstone data were categorized by months . The mean and standard 

deviation of each parameter were computed by months, and comparisons were 

made between months . The results are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Mean hailstone parameters (x), standa rd deviations (s) and number 
of samples (N) 

May J une July Season 
Para-
meter - N - N - N -

X s X s X s X s N 

Den- . 886 . 015 145 .883 . 01 4 107 .8 95 .012 358 . 888 . 014 257 
sity 

Ice 38 24 145 4.8 8.8 107 4 . 6 30 . 6 358 
crystal 
ratio, r 

Stone 1. 4 . 6 145 1. 9 1. 8 107 2. 2 1. 7 358 1. 8 3 1. 63 257 
dia., 
cm 

Em- . 06 . 0 3 75 . 06 . 05 67 . 08 . 05 310 
bryo 
dia. (dry) 
cm 

Em- . 08 . 03 75 . 10 . 05 67 . 08 . 05 310 
bryo 
dia. { wet) 
cm 
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1. Density - From Table 5 it may be seen that the hailstones analyzed 

for the month of June had the lowest density and those analyzed for the month 

of July had the highest density . The diffe rence between May and June (0. 003) 

is not considered significant, since it is of the same order as the accuracy of 

measurement . 

2. Ice crystal ratio - If the density measurements are correct, one 

would expect that the ice crystal ratio of the hails tones for May and June would 

be larger than the ice crystal ratio of hailstones in July. The greater the amount 

of small ice crystals in a hailstone the less dense the hailstone becomes because 

the small ice crystals are surrounded by many more · air bubbles than are the 

large ice crystals . From Table 5 it may be seen that May and J une do have 

larger ice crysta l ratios than July, which indicates that the hailstones in May 

and June had proportionally more small ice crystals than in July. 

3. Size - Table 5 shows that the mean hailstone diam et er was smallest 

in May ( 1. 4 cm ) and largest in July ( 2. 2 cm). These data are consistent with the 

idea of thunderstorms in lat e J une and early July having highe r cloud tops and 

being more vigorous than the thunderstorms in May and early June . It seems 

reasonable to believe that the thunderstorms with high cloud tops and large verti

cal velocities produce the larger hailstones , since the hailstone will have far

ther to travel in the cloud, and must also obtain a greater mass to overcome the 

st rong vertical current before falling to the ground. 

Hailstone diameters were divided into three different size categories 

for May, June and July. The frequency of occurrence was then dete rmined for 

each category for each month. (See Table 1.) From Table 1 it may be seen that 

May had the greatest frequ ency of small hail, and the lowest frequency for large 

hail. June had less small hail than May, and more large hail than May, and 

more large hail than May . July had the least amount of small hail and the 

greatest amount of large h ail. These data also lends support to the idea that 

late June and early July are the months with the most vigorous thunderstorms. 

4. Embryo diameter - From Table 5 it may be seen that the diameter 

of the wet and dry embryos are uniformly distributed for the three months. 

C. Hailstone parameter means and variability by geographic areas 

The hail network in northeastern Colorado was divide d into four quadrants 

with the east, west and the north-south lines crossing at Sterling, Colorado. 
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(See Figure 4) The mean value and standard deviation of each hailstone parame

ter were then calculated for each quadrant . The results are given in Table 6. 

Table 6. Mean hailstone parameters (x), standard deviations (s), and 
number of samples (N) by quadrants from Sterling, Colorado 

Quadrant I Quaarant II Quadrant III Quadrant IV 
Para- (NE) (NW) (SW) (SE) 
meter - N - N - -

X s X s X s N X s N 

Dia., cm 2. 6 1. 6 135 1. 8 1.4 230 1. 2 1. 6 140 2. 3 2.0 165 

Density .893 .013135 . 891 . 014 2-30 . 889 . 014 140 . 892 . 007 165 

Wet em- . 03 110 . 03 150 . 04 100 . 03 100 
bryo dia . 
cm 

Dry em- .03 110 . 04 150 . 04 100 . 04 100 
bryo dia. 
cm 

From Table 6 it may be seen that the eastern quadrants have the larger 

hailstones. This difference could be attributed to the fact that the thunderstorms 

form in the l ee of the Rocky Mountains and move east. The maximum cloud tops 

are not attained until the thunderstorms are 50 to 60 miles east of the Rocky 

Mountains . This vvould put the t hunderstorms just east of Sterling, Colorado at 

the time maximum cloud tops are attained, he nee, the larger hailstone s should 

fall in eastern Colora do. 

The densities of hailstones vary little between quadrants . . 

There is no signifi cant difference in the diameters of the embryos for 

the four different quadrants. 

V. SIMPLE CORRELATIONS 

A. Tota l analyzed hailstones 

Using the 1620 IB M comput er and the Esso Stepwise Multiple Linear 

Regression Analysis Program, simple correlations behveen hailstone size 

(diameter), density , ice crystal ratio, number of dry growth r:i,ngs, numbe r of 

wet growth rings , and diameter of embryo were made.,:, These correlations 

were fir st made fo r all hailstone s analyzed. The results are given in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Simple correlation coefficients for all ( 25 7) hailstones . 

Diame 
t er 

Ratio No. of No . of dry 
growth · · 
rings 

Diameter 
of embryo 

Density 

Diameter 1. 00 

wet growth 
r 'ings · 

0. 02627- 0. 1454 3* 
,:, 

0. 05585- 0.04000 
)f.';f. 

Ratio 1. 00 o. 12 28 1- 0.04515 - 0. 05 239- o. 16427-

No. of wet 
g rowth 
r ings 

No. of dry 
g rowth 
r ings 

Diameter 
of embryo 

Density 

1,00 0, 28380':o:, 

1. 00 

,:, indicat es significance at the 5 percent leve l 
>i":'indicates significance at the 1 percent leve l 

0.0 95 00- 0.07301 

*"~ 0.17875- 0. 0 11 21 

1. 00 0.07974-

,t . 00 

Looking at Table 7, we see that only t wo parameters (number of wet 

growth rings and the number of dry growth rings) have a significant correlation 

with hailstone diameter. There i s significant negative correlation between ice 

c rystal ratio rings and density . This result indicates that as the ice crystal 

r atio increases, the de nsity of a hailstone decrease s . This result is reasonable, 

since a large ice crystal ratio should mean that there are more small ice c ry 

s tals than large ice crystals , and t h erefore , a lower density. 

There is a significant positive correlation between the number of wet 

g rowth rings and the number of dry growth rings. 

There is a significant negative correlation between the number of dry 

growth rings and the diamete r of the embryo . 

B. Hailstone parameter correlations by months 

Correlations of each hailstone parameter with other parameters were 

made for each month s eparately . The number of observations for each month 

was as follows : May = 27, June = 50, J uly = 180. The results are given in 

Tables 8, 9 and 10. 
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Table 8. Simple corre lation coefficients for May (27 ) hailstones. 

Diameter 

Ratio 

No. of wet 
growth rings 

No. of dry 
growth rings 

Diameter 
of embryo 

Density 

Diame- Ratio No. of 
ter wet growth 

rings 

1. 00 0. 43275 '~ o. 20018 

1. 00 o. 21713-

1. 00 

No. of dry 
growth 

rings 

0,1 1517 

0. 07 742 

0. 34069,:, 

1. 00 

*indicates s ignificance at the 5 perce nt l eve l 

Diameter Density 
of embryo 

0.17529 o. 18642-

0.2273- o. 27348 

0.3176 9- o. 2920 9 

o. 37300- 0.04677 

1. 00 0.21989 

1. 00 

Table 9. Simpl e corre l at ion coefficients for June (50) hailstones . 

Diame- Ratio 
t er 

No. of 
wet growth 

rings 

Diameter 1. 00 0.17011 0.1770 5 

Ratio 

No. of wet 
growth rings 

No. of dry 
growth rings 

Diameter 
of embryo 

Density 

1. 00 0.203 22-

1. 00 

No. of d r y 
growth 

rings 

o. 34 7 35,:, 

0.21157 

0,081 15 

1. 00 

* indicates significance at the 5 percent level 
,:o:,indicates significance at the 1 percent level 

Diameter 
of embryo 

o. 0376 9 

o. 10 346 -

0. 16717-

~~* o. 45248-

1. 00 

Density 

o. 54 907,:":, 

0.16104-

0,09297-

0.03266-

o. 30715 ->:' 

1. 00 
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Table 10. Simple corre lat ion coefficients for July (180) hailstones . 

Diame 
te r 

Diameter 

Ratio 

No. of wet 
growth rings 

No. of dry 
growth rings 

Diameter 
of em b ryo 

Density 

1. 00 

Ratio No. of 
wet growth 

rings 

0. 0 6 6 34 - 0. 1 7 14 5 ,:, 

1. 00 o. 11306-

1. 00 

No. of dry 
growth 
rings 

0.06 806-

o. 36 8 36 ,:o:, 

1. 00 

,:, indicates significance at the 5 percent l evel 
:(o:,indicates significance at the 1 percent level 

Diameter 
of embryo 

o. 10854 -

0.05628-

0.05400 -

0. 09343-

1. 00 

Density 

0. 246 30 ,:o:, 

~.:>.'; 

o. 19626-

0.05736 

0.06774 

0.04 137 

1. 00 

Looking at T ables 8, 9, and 10, it may be seen that eleven have signifi-

cant correlations . These correlat ions are listed below: 

May 

Diameter vs ice crystal ratio 

Number of wet growth rings vs number of dry growth rings 

J une 

Diameter vs density 

Diameter vs number of dry growth rings 

Number of dry grovvth rings vs diameter of the embryo {negative) 

Diameter of the embryo vs density {negative) 

July 

Diameter vs number of wet growth rings 

Diameter vs number of dry growth rings 

Diameter vs density 

Ice crystal ratio vs density (negative) 

Number of wet growth rings vs number of dry growth rings 
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C. Hailstone parameter correlations by geographic areas 

The hailstone data were divided into four quadrants, depending on the 

area in which they fell. Correlations between each hailstone parameter was then 

made for each quadrant. The sample size for each quadrant was as follows: 

Quadrant I= 64, II= 69, III= 81, and IV= 34. T he results are shown in Tables 

11, 12, 13, and 14. 

Table 11. Simple correlation coefficients for 64 hailstones in area I 

Diame- Ratio 
ter 

Diameter 

Ratio 

No. of wet 
gro·wth rings 

No. of dry 
growth rings 

Diameter 
of embryo 

Density 

1.00 0.13818 

1. 00 

No. of No . of dry 
wet growth growth 

rings rings 

0. 10160- o. 5954 7 t_:,;, 

:::~ :i:: 

0.38725- o. 17775 

1. 00 0.07936 

1. 00 

* indicates significance at the 5 percent level 
**indicates significance at the 1 percent level 

Diameter Density 
of embryo 

,:,,:, 
0.02964 0.57838-

* 0.04339- 0.25878-
~::,;c 

0. 32075- 0. 13363 

)!c>!( 

o. 33062- 0. 36 154 ,::,:, 

1. 00 0. 22011-

1. 00 
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Table 12. Simple correlation coefficients for 69 hailstones in area II 

Diame- Ratio No. of No. of dry 
ter wet growth growth 

rings rings 

Diameter 1. 00 0.06464 o. 17322 0.0 3017 

Ratio 1. 00 0.13890- 0.06 679-

No. of wet 1.00 0. 23541 * 
growth rings 

No. of dry 1. 00 
growth rings 

Diameter 
of embryo 

Density 

,:, indicates significance at the 5 pe rcent level 
*':' indicates significance at the 1 percent leve l 

Diameter Density 
of embryo 

0.04265- 0. 16 965 

* 0.07253- 0.264 87-

0. 12922- o. 15459 

0. 20748 0. 31518 ':,,:, 

1. 00 0.22341 -

1. 00 

Table 13. Simple correlation coe ffici e nts for 81 hailstones in area III 

Diame- Ratio No. of No. of dry 
te r wet growth 

rings 

Diameter 1. 00 0.07568- 0.26 636 

Ratio 1. 00 0.09708 

No. of wet 1. 00 
growth rings 

No. of dry 
growth rings 

Diameter 
of embryo 

Density 

,:, indicates significance at the 5 percent leve l 
,:o:,indicates significance at the 1 percent level 

growth 
rings 

o. 11276 

0.063 10-

0. 32123 ,:o:, 

1. 00 

Diameter Density 
of embryo 

o. 15108 o. 295 90 ':":' 

0.06570- 0. 18772-

0.00522 o. 10121 

o. 15297 o.·04912 

1. 00 0.01 416-

1. 00 
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Table 14. Simple correlation coefficients for 34 hailstones in area IV 

' Diameter 

Ratio 

Diame
t er 

1. 00 

No. of wet 
growth rings 

Ratio No. of 
wet growth 

rings 

0. 10465- o. 22589 

1. 00 0. 30942-

1. 00 

No. of dry Diameter Density 
growth of embryo 

rings 

0. 46395 ,:,,:, o. 10409 0. 20040 

0. 2879 3- 0 . 16421 0.07641 

0. 507 24 ,:<>:, 0 . 09582 0.00267 

No. of dry 
growth rings 

1. 00 o. 02053- o. 01547 -

Diameter 
of embryo 

Density 

* indicates significance at the 5 percent level 
,;"~indicates significance at the 1 percent level 

1. 00 0.09769 

1. 00 

From Tables 11, 12, 13 and 14, it may be seen that the significant cor-

relations were as follows: 

Quadrant I 

Diameter vs number of dry growth rings 

Diameter vs density (negative) 

Ratio vs number of wet gro\vth rings (negative) 

Wet growth rings vs diameter of embryo 

Dry growth rings vs density 

Dry growth rings vs diameter of embryo (negative) 

Quadrant II 

Ratio vs density (negative) 

Number of wet growth rings vs number of dry growth rings 

Number of dry growth rings vs density . 

Quadrant III 

Diameter vs density 

Number of wet growth rings vs number of dry growth rings. 

Quadrant IV 

Diameter vs number of dry growth rings. 

Number of wet growth rings vs number of dry growth rings. 
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VI. PREDICTION OF DENSITY FROM OTHER HAILSTONE PARAMETERS 

A. Prediction equations by months 

Using the Esso Stepwise Regression Program on the 1620 Computer, the 

hailstone density was computed as a function of th e other hailstone parameters. 

Using the density as the dependent variable, and the other five variables 

as independent variables , their program computes the variables, single or as a 

group, would be the best fo r predicting the density of a hailstone. This was 

done by computing the standard error of Y for each group of independent vari

able s , and choosing the single or group of variab: es with the lowest standard 

error of Y . 

where 

Y = K+C 1 X 1 +C 2 X 3 +c 3 x4 +c5 x 5 

Y = Density 

x 1 = Hailstone diameter 

x 2 = Ice crystal ratio 

x
3 

= Number of dry growth rings 

x
4 

= Number of wet growth rings 

x
5 

= Diameter of embryo . 

The results of these computations are as follows: 

May 

y = • 889 - . 00 7 x
1 

+ . 001 X
4 

June 

y = • 905 - • 004 x 1 + . 008 X
5 

July 

Y = .89+.002 X 1 

B. Prediction equations by quadrants 

Using the same procedure as describe d above for months, prediction 

equations for density were computed for each ge graphic area (See Figure 4). 

The results were as follows: 

Qua drant I 

Y = .913 - .004 x i - 0002 X z - .0004 X3 - .0008 X5 



Quadrant II 

y = • 889 + . 003 x i - . 00005 x 2 
Quadrant III . 

y = • 88 9 + • 002s x i - . oooo s x 2 
Quadrant IV 

y = • 8 98 - . 0007 x
1 

VII. ANALYSIS OF VARIANC E 

A. F Tests 
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-
An analysis of variance was performed to determine if these were signi 

fi cant differences tin hailstone diamet er between months . The results indicated 

highly significant differences (at the i percent level): 

A similar computation indicat ed highly significant differences in hail

stone density between months . 

An analysis of variance was performed t o determine whether significant 

differences existed between geographic areas for hailstone parameters of dia

meter and density . The results indicated highly significant differences for both 

parameters . 

B. Students "t" tests 

Students "t II t ests were t hen applied to determine which of the above fac

tors were significantly different when considered on an individual basis . 

The results of this test applied to the parameter of hailstone diameter 
I 

indicated that the only significant difference was between May vs J une and J uly. 

The results of the test applied to the hailstone density also indicated a 

s ignificant difference between May vs June and J uly. 

The student "t II t est was applied to hailstone diameter for the four geo

graphic areas shown in Figure 4 . The results indicate significant differences 

in hailstone diam eter between area I vs II, area II vs IV, and area III vs IV. 

A similar computation for hailstone densi:y indicates significant dif

ferences in mean hailstone densities between area I vs III. and area I vs IV. 

VIII. CORRELATION BETWEEN HAILSTONE ffi RAMETERS 

AND THUNDERSTORM PARAMETERS 

Hailstone parameters of diameter and der:s ity were plotted against cor-

responding thunderstorm parameters of radar t ops, Z , and "tilt of max 
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echo. The r esults are given i n Figures 5-10. 

F rom Figure 5 it may be noted that there are no large hailstone diameters 

(greater than 3. 5 centimeters) having radar echo tops below 45, 000 feet. This 

scatter diagram indicates t hat high cloud tops do not mean that only large hail-

. stone s will form , but that it i s necessary to have high cloud tops to have large 

hailstones . 

Simple correlation coefficients were comput ed between each of the 

parameters listed above . The r esult s are shown in Table 15. 

Table 15. Simple correlation coefficients between hailstone 

Radar Tops z Tilt m ax 

r d. f. r d. f. r d. f. 

Diameter • 06 22 • 41 i6 . 13 13 

Density . 17 22 . 21 16 . 47 13 

None of the correlations were significant at the 5 percent le ve l. 

IX. SU MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

During the summer of 196 2 ha il sample s we re collected. Eight hail

stone parameters were det ermined. The mean and variance of each hailstone 

parameter was determined by various groupings. T he simple correlation coef

ficients between the hailstone parameters were determined. An analysis of 

variance using the test was applied t o determine significant differences of hail

stone parameters betwe en months and geographic areas. 

The average hailstone for the summer of 196 2 had the follo wing mean 

parameters: 

Size (diameter) 

Shape ha ilstone 

Density 

Ice crystal ratio 

Number of dry growth 
rings 

= 1 . 8 3 cent imeters 

= Spheroid or Ellipsoid 

= • 888 

= 1 

= 1 



Numbe r of wet growth 
rings 

Diameter of embryo 

Shape of embryo 
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= 1 

= • 08 centimeters 

= Spheroid or E lipsoid 

On a seasonal basis, May had the lowest mean hailstone diameter and 

July had t he largest . June had the least dense hailstones and July had the most 

dens e hailstones . The other hails tone paramete rs; ice crystal ratio, embryo 

diameter, and the number of wet and dry growth rings , did not vary much. 

The fact that the mean hailstone diameter was larger in June and July 

can be attributed to t he fact that thunderstorms in late June and early July have, 

on the avera ge, higher cloud tops and are more vigorous than the thunderstorms 

in May or early June . This would mean that a h a ilstone would have fu rther to 

travel in a cloud and would have to develop a greater mass to overcome the 

stronger vertical velocities. 

On a geographic basis the hailstones east of Sterling, Colorado, h ave a 

larger m ean hailstone diameter than the hailstones west of Sterling. This is 

probably due to the fact that the majority of the thunderstorms form in the l ee 

of the Rocky Mountains and move east. The m ax cloud tops are not r eached until 

they approach the Sterling area. T hese thunderstorms would then be producing 

their largest ha ilstones, which would be falling in eastern Colorado . The other 

hailstone parameters did not vary significantly. 

The standard deviation of the total analyze d ha ilstones was large. On a 

seasonal basis May had the lowest standard deviation for hailstone diameters 

while June and July had large standard deviations. This would indicate that in 

May the hailstones were mostly S!Tlall, while in June and July the hailstones con

sisted of both small and l arge diameters. For density, May had the largest stan

dard deviation, and June and July the lowest. 

The Esso Stepwise Multiple Linear Regression Analysis was applied to 

various groups of data to give equations of the following form for predicting hail

stone density, the following formula: 

Density= K+C 1 X 1 +C 2 X 2 +c 3 x 3 +C4 X4 +C5 X 5 

An analysis of variance using the F t est and students' t tests showed 

that there were significant seasonal and geographical differences in hailstone 

diameter and density . 
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The simple correlation coefficients between the physical properties of a 

hailst one and the radar properties of a thunde rstorm failed to yield any signi

ficant r esults . This was probably due to small sample sizes and the methods 

. used for determining from which thunderstorm a ce rtain hail sample fell. 
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